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A research-based vocabulary textbook that gives intermediate to highintermediate students hands-on preparation for understanding mid-frequency
vocabulary, such as that found in novels, newspapers, films and social and
workplace settings.
Oxford Word Skills improves students' vocabulary and vocabulary learning
skills. Short, clear presentations and lots of opportunity for practice give
students the confidence to use new vocabulary. 80 units at each level mean
they cover a huge range of topics and everyday situations. Extrapractice and
interactive activities on CD-ROM.
IELTS Advantage: Writing Skills is a fully comprehensive resource for passing
the writing section of the IELTS exam with a grade of 6.5-7.0 or higher.
Students are guided step-by-step through the different tasks in the writing
module, using material developed in the classroom, by authors with many
years’ experience in helping hundreds of IELTS candidates achieve a high
IELTS score.IELTS Advantage: Writing Skills:• shows students how to
organise and structure an answer for all types of task 1 and 2 questions•
contains a model essay in each unit, showing students exactly what is
required• contains a general interest article in each unit, developing ideas
and vocabulary for a common topic in the exam• quickly develops students’
fluency and confidence in producing pieces of writing through a focus on
academic vocabulary and collocations• contains grammar exercises in each
unit, showing students how to apply a wide range of grammar items in their
IELTS writingKey features:• Suitable for classroom study or self-study•
Includes answer key• Real writing samples from IELTS students, with
examiners' comments, show in detail what is required to achieve a 6.5, for
example• Frequent exam tips from the authors’ experience as IELTS
examiners help students achieve a higher score• Check and challenge
sections allow students to revise material and take their writing to the next
levelIELTS Advantage is a series of course books offering step-by-step
guidance to achieving a high IELTS score.
Created by NASA for high school students interested in space science, this
collection of worked problems covers a broad range of subjects, including
mathematical aspects of NASA missions, computation and measurement,
algebra, geometry, probability and statistics, exponential and logarithmic
functions, trigonometry, matrix algebra, conic sections, and calculus. In
addition to enhancing mathematical knowledge and skills, these problems
promote an appreciation of aerospace technology and offer valuable insights
into the practical uses of secondary school mathematics by professional
scientists and engineers. Geared toward high school students and teachers,
this volume also serves as a fine review for undergraduate science and
engineering majors. Numerous figures illuminate the text, and an appendix
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explores the advanced topic of gravitational forces and the conic section
trajectories.
Oxford Practice Grammar Basic: With Key Practice-Boost CD-ROM Pack
Oxford Learner's Pocket Verbs and Tenses
What to Teach and how to Teach it
Reading
Teaching English Grammar
Writing Skills
Oxford Word Skills improves students' vocabulary and vocabulary learning skills. Short,
clear presentations and lots of opportunity for practice give students the confidence to use
new vocabulary. 80 units at each level mean they cover a huge range of topics and
everyday situations. Extra practice and interactive activities on CD-ROM.
A concise explanation of a key element of the English language: verbs and tenses Helps
you avoid mistakes with tips and examples of common errors Gives examples from
spoken and written English Written by grammar expert Jon Hird, who teaches English at
the University of Oxford
Touchstone, together with Viewpoint, is a six-level English program based on research
from the Cambridge English Corpus. Touchstone uses a corpus-informed syllabus
ensuring students are learning the language that people really use. Activities include a
strong focus on inductive learning, personalized practice, and encouraging learner
autonomy. Student's Book, Level 4A includes Units 1-6 of the Level 4 Student's Book
and is at the intermediate CEFR level (B1-B2).
A modern, speaking-centred general English course that helps students use language
naturally.
English for Everyone Phrasal Verbs
Math Problems Based on Space Science
Oxford Word Skills
Intermediate
Space Mathematics
Phrasal Verbs and Idioms
A needs-based supplementary series for adults and young adults.
Oxford Word Skills: Upper-Intermediate - Advanced: Oxford Word Skills 2e
Advanced + App PackUpper-Intermediate - Advanced Oxford Word Skills 2e
Advanced + App Pack
Learn phrases and expressions for everyday situations Covers topics such as
sport, study, business, social events and home technology Includes information
on style, synonyms, opposites and derivatives, and common word partners
Download the wordlist at www.oup.com/elt/wordskills and test yourself on the
phrasal verbs and idioms covered in the book Written by vocabulary experts
Ruth Gairns and Stuart Redman, the authors of the popular Oxford Word Skills
series
A new three-level series in which students learn and practise the words and
phrases they need to know at Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced levels. Each
level of Oxford Word Skills enables students to:
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Oxford Word Skills: Elementary:
Reading and Writing Skills
Elementary student's book
Oxford Learner's Pocket Vocab Pack
IELTS Advantage
504 Absolutely Essential Words

IDIOMS ORGANISER is the most comprehensive idioms practice book for intermediate
and advanced students. It is ideal for all students preparing for the FCE, CAE, Proficiency,
and TOEFL exams. IDIOMS ORGANISER takes this difficult area for students and organises
it in such a way that students at last can make sense of it.
2,000 words at each level show the meaning and how words work in context 'I can...'
approach to each unit so students can see learning goals Fully integrated Super Skills CDROM with interactive listening and speaking activities and pronunciation model for every
vocabulary item 'Cover and check' card makes it easy for students to test themselves Regular
review units so students can check progress
A modern, speaking-centred general English course that helps students use language
naturally. Students typically have gaps in their language knowledge and performance which
inhibit their progress. The natural English syllabus is based on research into these language
gaps and the course brings together current ideas in a stylish, principled, and easy-to-teach set
of materials. Key Features natural English is a syllabus strand which enables students to
integrate frequent, natural language into their language framework. Students learn to use real
language naturally, through thinking and rehearsal time, confidence-building practice, and
task-centred speaking. The listening syllabus teaches students how to listen. A slot-in listening
booklet features the tapescripts plus decoding and pronunciation exercises. Teacher's Book
lesson plans, a product of the authors' teacher training expertise, talk teachers through the
course materials. Teacher's Book chapters cover teaching principles, techniques, and ideas,
plus a selected bibliography. Humour engages and motivates through cartoons, and the
listening and reading material.
Do you feel that it's "like pulling teeth" when you want to learn new sayings? Would you like
to be able to discover new American idioms and phrases that will make communication "a
piece of cake"? Sure, you can learn English with a language course or a textbook just fine, and
climb up the ranks in terms of your grasp of the language... but are you sure you can talk like
a native? For starters, many expressions used by fluent speakers of English can't exactly be
learned in a book, and it can be frustrating to realize that your formal learning hasn't been
enough to teach you the way people talk in real life. Sometimes, it's all about having the right
tools at your disposal... and this is where The Great Book of American Idioms comes in!
Written to act as a powerful addition to your other English-learning resources, this book will
allow you to: Discover over 1300 different idioms and sayings, covering hundreds of different
subjects Learn the correct definition and usage of each expression, ensuring that you know
exactly when you can say them out loud during a conversation Visualize examples of the
sayings in common conversations, helping you understand their context Take advantage of
important tips we provide you in the introduction and conclusion of the book, so that you
can boost your learning and get a much better understanding of the English language. What
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are you waiting for? Over 1300 idioms and expressions are awaiting you! Don't miss out on
learning why this "dark horse" will help you "see the big picture"!
Touchstone Level 3 Student's Book B
Mathematics - Analysis and Approaches
Natural English
Focus on Vocabulary 1
Natural English Pre-Intermediate
Upper-Intermediate - Advanced Oxford Word Skills 2e Advanced + App Pack
The first level in a three-level topic-based vocabulary
course to learn and practise the words that learners need to
know at each CEFR level, based on the Oxford 3000TM.
Covers grammar, punctuation, and usages, and offers advice
on avoiding pompous, muddled, sexist, or racist language
The third level in a three-level topic-based vocabulary
course to learn and practise the words that learners need to
know at each CEFR level, based on the Oxford 3000TM and
5000TM.
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that
combines course content from Cambridge University Press with
validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English
Language Assessment. The Elementary Teacher's Book offers
detailed teaching notes for every lesson of the Student's
Book. It also includes extra photocopiable activities, keys
to exercises and extra teaching notes.
Practice Makes Perfect: English Conversation, Premium Third
Edition
True to Life Intermediate Class Book
Working with Words
Touchstone Level 4 Student's Book A
American English File: Level 1: Student Book Pack
Idioms Organiser
Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate is a vocabulary book for
intermediate learners of English, primarily designed as a self-study reference and
practice book, but which can also be used for classroom work. In its style and format it
is similar to its upper intermediate and advanced equivalent, English Vocabulary in Use.
- 100 easy-to-use units: over 2,500 vocabulary items in a wide range of topic areas are
presented, contextualise and explained and explained on left-hand pages with a variety
of follow-up activities on right-hand pages. - Helps to build on and expand existing
vocabulary. - Suggests tips and techniques for good learning habits. - Designed to be
flexible: can be used both for self-study and in class. - Provides a comprehensive key
with not only answers to the exercises but also more comments on how the language is
used. - Includes a detailed index with phonetic transcriptions.
True to Life is a five level course designed specifically for adult learners.
It's a course with a new syllabus area called natural English - accessible, highfrequency phrases which elementary learners can pick up and use. You'll find an
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emphasis on how to use real language: natural English provides thinking and rehearsal
time, confidence-building practice, and task-centred speaking. There's a special focus
on learning how to listen and help with pronunciation and listening sections include
extra pronunciation and listening exercises. For teachers... there's a new kind of
teachers book, with specially designed lesson plans, and five 'how to...' teacher
development chapters.
A self-help guide to the use of 504 words used regularly by educated people. Includes
sentences, articles, exercises and word review sections using the new words.
American English File Level 5
Oxford Word Skills: Upper-Intermediate - Advanced: Oxford Word Skills 2e Advanced +
App Pack
Tactics for Listening: Basic: Student Book
The Great Book of American Idioms
English for Adult Learners
Oxford Learner's Pocket Phrasal Verbs and Idioms

Always CAUGHT OUT by phrasal verbs? DIVE INTO this book to
FIND OUT how these common -- but confusing -- verbs work.
WORK THROUGH the practice exercises and LISTEN TO the free
audio to BRUSH UP ON these everyday verbs and make your
English more fluent and natural.
Featuring a wealth of digital content, this concept-based
Print and Enhanced Online Course Book Pack has been
developed in cooperation with the IB to provide the most
comprehensive support for the new DP Mathematics: analysis
and approaches HL syllabus, for first teaching in September
2019.
Touchstone Second edition is an innovative four-level
American English course for adults and young adults, taking
students from beginning (A1) to intermediate (B2) level.
Touchstone uses a corpus-informed syllabus ensuring students
are learning the language that people really use. Activities
include a strong focus on inductive learning, personalized
practice, and encouraging learner autonomy. Student's Book,
Level 3B, includes Units 7-12 of Level 3 Student's Book and
is at the low intermediate CEFR level (A2-B1).
The second level in a three-level topic-based vocabulary
course to learn and practise the words that learners need to
know at each CEFR level, based on the Oxford 3000TM.
Organised by Metaphor, Topic and Key Word
Bridging Vocabulary
Touchstone 1 A Workbook A Level 1
True to Life Pre-intermediate Class Book
Idioms and Phrasal Verbs
Easy and enjoyable to teach, Touchstone is packed with new and exciting ideas,
offering a fresh approach to the teaching and learning of English.
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Oxford Learner's Pocket Word Skills can help students increase their vocabulary in one
compact easy-to- use book.How? It includes a wide range of subjects covering every
day topics as well as topics such as the natural world, communication technology and
society. There are also sections on Writing in English, Written exam questions and
Spoken English. It includes most of the topics commonly found in course books but
teaches a range of vocabulary that course books just don't have space for.The 3,500
words and phrases presented in the book correspond to CEF levels B1-C2 with
particular emphasis on B2 and C1 making it ideal for students who are preparing for
IELTS, Cambridge English: First or Cambridge English: Advanced.The popular red
'cover and check' card allows students to test themselves on new vocabulary by making
the new words in the tables, or glossary, disappear. They can then try to remember the
word or phrase that is being defined. They can do this as many times as they like until
they are sure they have learned it.
A modern, speaking-centred general English course that helps students use language
naturally. Students typically have gaps in their language knowledge and performance
which inhibit their progress. The natural English syllabus is based on research into
these language gaps and the course brings together current ideas in a stylish,
principled, and easy-to-teach set of materials. Key Features natural English is a syllabus
strand which enables students to integrate frequent, natural language into their
language framework. Students learn to use real language naturally, through thinking
and rehearsal time, confidence-building practice, and task-centred speaking. The
listening syllabus teaches students how to listen. A slot-in listening booklet features the
tapescripts plus decoding and pronunciation exercises. Teacher's Book lesson plans, a
product of the authors' teacher training expertise, talk teachers through the course
materials. Teacher's Book chapters cover teaching principles, techniques, and ideas,
plus a selected bibliography. Humour engages and motivates through cartoons, and the
listening and reading material. Reading and Writing Skills Resource Book
Photocopiable resource for teachers Use with natural English Student's Book or on its
own Based on authentic texts and tasks Develops 'real life' reading and writing skills
Gain the skills needed to converse in English with confidence! Conversing comfortably
in a new language can seem like a daunting task. This accessible guide will help you
build the skills to communicate in English with confidence. The book is packed with
crystal-clear explanations, numerous realistic examples, and dozens of engaging
exercises to help you hone your conversation skills. You’ll learn how to introduce
yourself, make appointments, strike up conversations, and much more. Practice Makes
Perfect: English Conversation is organized around 12 units that present specific
conversational situations and common, everyday scenarios. Each unit offers helpful
instructions on correct pronunciation, grammar, syntax, and word usage. The exclusive
McGraw-Hill Language app features streaming audio recordings of all dialogues in the
book plus the answers to more than 100 exercises. Practice Makes Perfect: English
Conversation will help you: • Engage in dialogues that illustrate practical conversations
• Expand your English vocabulary • Get clarification of new concepts with numerous
realistic examples • Reinforce your new conversational skills through extensive
exercises • Test your understanding of key themes in the book • Improve your
pronunciation through audio dialogs and exercises, online and via the McGraw-Hill
Language app
English Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate with Answers
A Guide to Teaching and Learning Vocabulary
Oxford Word Skills. Intermediate. Per Le Scuole Superiori. Con CD-ROM
Advanced
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Oxford Word Skills Advanced: Student's Pack (Book and CD-ROM)
Cambridge English Empower Elementary Teacher's Book
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